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Whittaker's {1} (or Shannon 's {2} ) Sampling Theorem is a well-known interpolat ion 
formula that has been extended in many directions. In this paper, we introduce twonew 
formulations : 
- The first follows Papoulis' {3}{ 4 }{ 5} Generalized Sampling Expansion for recons-
tructing a signal from regular samples of N(linear, time-invariant) functionals of it, 
taking the samples at 1/N t he Nyquist rat e ; but generalizing it for including linear 
T- periodically time-varying systems {6}{7} . This way is in c lose relation with works 
that extend sampling in other directions {8}{ 9} 
- The second generalizes Linden's {10} proof of Kohlenberg's {11} sampling for a 
bandpass signal, i n order to maintain the minimum sampling r ate (in the average) and 
to obtain a separa te interpolat ion of the i n-phase and quadrature components of the 
signal. Thi s follows Grace- Pitt-Brown's {12 }{ 13 } theory of bandpass sampling. 
1. LINEAR T-PERIODICALLY TIME-VARYING SYSTEMS 
A linear time-varying sys tem is a correspondence 
between two signalsof the form 
g ( t) ; L ( f( tl] ; f..: h ( t , T) f ( T) dT (1) 
where h ( t, T) £)_ L ( 0( t- T )j is the impulse response 
of the system~ A linear T-periodically time-
varying system shows the property 
h(t,T) ; h(t - T,T - T) (2) 
The t-marginal transfer function of a linear 
time-varying sys tem is 
H(l) (t ,W)l\ J '\ (t, T)exp(jWT )dT 
It is easy taroshow that 
1 J· oo (1) g(t) ; 211 _00 H (t ,w)F(w)dw 
(3) 
(4) 
where F(w) is the Fourie r transfo rm of f(t). 
2 . A NEW GENERAL IZED SAMPLI NG EXPANS ION 
We will work with a deterministic, finit e energy, 
0- band limited function f(t); then, F(w) = 0 
for [w[ ) 0 . 
Let us consider N linear T- periodically (T;nN/0 ) 
time-varying srstems having t-marginal transfer 
functions {H ~N (w,t) } , i; 1, ... ,N, and let us 
form the sysfem 
N (1) . 
ih Hi (O, w+ rc)Yi (w, t); exp(Jrc t) (5) 
(r; 0, ... ,N- 1), wher e c; 20/N and w varies 
between - 0 and - 0 + c. We assume that {Hfll (t,w) } 
are se lected veri f ying the classical 
res trictions in order that the system (5) 
defines N functions {Y .(w,t) } , periodic in t 
with a period T. The F5urier series correspon-
ding to Y.(w,t)exp(j wt) (uvarying between - 0 
and - 0 + ~F is 
00 
Yi (w,t)exp(j wt) 
where 1 1· - 0+c 
yiCt);c - 0 
; l: y.( t-nT) exp(jnTw) 
n= - eo 1 




then, multiplying both sides of the first 
equation of (5) by exp(j wt) and using the 
indica ted Fourier series, we obtain 
N (1) 00 i ~ 1Hi (O, w)n;l:-ooyi (t- nT)exp(jnTw) ; 
; exp(j wt) 
(8) 
where w varies between - 0 and - 0 + c. By using: 
exp(jnTrc); exp(j2nnr);1, andsubstituting w for 
w + r e , we also obtain (8) from the rth equat ion 
of (5) with w varying between - 0 + re and 
- 0 +(r+ 1)c; then, (8) is valid for - 0 <w < 0 
Inserting exp(j wt) from (8) in the inverse 
Four ier transform express ion of f(t), we have 
N 00 [1f·oo (1) f(t); i~ 1 n J-oo 211 _00 F(w)Hi (O,w)exp(jnTw)• 
· dw} y. (t-nT) (9) 
but 1/Zn times the integral equals 
O~ r_:r_: F(w)hi (O, T)exp[j (T+nT)w) dwdT 
;J 00h.(0,T) f( T+nT) dT ;j 00h.(nT,T+nT)• (10) 
- 00 l - 00 1. 
• f( T+ nT)dT ; gi(nT) 
where g. (t) is the output of the ith linear 
T-perioaically time-varying system; then, we 
can write the interpolation formula N oo 
f(t) ; i ~ 1 n Loo gi (nT) yi (t- nT) (11) 
We note that the case of linear time-invariant 
systems is a particular situation of the 
t heorem, because (2) holds for any T, since 
h(t,T) depends on l y of t - T . 
3 . COMMENTS 
We mu s t remark a particular conclusion from(11), 
for whic\;, we need only N ; 1: 
f(t) ; n~ _jS(nT)y(t- nT) (12) 
indicates that the (linear) distortion 
introduced on a 0 -band limited signa l by a linear 
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T-periodically (T= nl0 ) time-varying system can 
be equalized by sampling and filtering with a 
linear time-invariant circuit having an impulse 
response y(t). 
It is also possible to show the validity of the 
previous theorem in a different way, considering 
the T-inverse Fourier transforms of Zadeh's 
"system functions", Zi (t ,T·) =hi (t, t - T) , that are 
(in this case) periodic in t with period T, and 
expand them in Fourier series (maintaining T as 
a parameter); then, we can write 
00 
hi (t, T) = zi (t,t-T) = k=l:-oozik(t-T)exp(j2nktiT) 
(13) 
(i- 1, ... ,N), having an obvious interpretation: 
the sum of an infinite numberof systemscomposed 
by a linear time-invariant circuit with impulse 
response zik ( •) followed by a complex exponential 
multiplier. The multipliers do not alter the 
values of the. outputs taken at times nT; hence, 
it is enough to apply Papoulis' theorem with 
transfer functions {kJ Z.k(w)} ,i=1, ... ,N. 
But the drawback of thi8 00plocedure is in 
manipulating functions that have infinite-sum 
expressions, while the. previous analysis gives 
directly the interpolating functions. 
4. SAMPLING BANDPASS SIGNALS 
We will consider initially here a deterministic, 
real, finite energy, o -band limited bandpass 
signal x(t). We must remark that band-limitation 
is a theoretical approximation for any physical 
signal (see {14} , for example). 
Let w0 be the "central" (angular) frequency of 
x(t). We can write {15 } 
(14) 
where ix(t), qx(t), are the in-phase and 
quadrature components of x(t) (with respect to 
wo); these two functions will be one-to-one 
related with x(t) if w0 is fixed, and they are 
real, finite-energy, lowpass signals having an 
(angular) bandwid th 012 . 
It is easy to show that, if we sample ideally 
x(t) at a rate 0ln, the obtained values will 
define uniquely x(t) only when w0 = mol2, m an 
odd (positive) integer (m an odd or .even 
(positive) integer if qx(t) = 0). This fact and 
the possibility of equivalent lowpass processing 
{15 } with ix(t) and qx(t) have originated some 
research for sampling signals associated with 
x(t) which allow a separate interpolation for 
ix(t) and qx(t) maintaining simultaneously the 
minimum theoretical sampling rate (in the 
average),oln . A separate interpolation allows 
- a reconstruction of x(t) by means of two 
lowpass interpolations and two (in quadrature) 
DSB modulations; 
- to obtain the envelope and the instantaneous 
phase of x(t) 
ex ( t) .!}, l.'x"'"2 -( t_)_+_J(-,--:2;--(-t-) = li~ ( t) + q ~ ( t) (15) 
cl>x (t) = wo(t) +Mx(t) !l Wo(t) + tan-1[qx(t)lix(t)1 
(16) 
respectively { 15} (A indicates Hilbert trans-
form) in a simple way. 
A first possibility consists on sampling ix(t) 
and qx(t) at a rate 0l2n= 1IT each ; the 
(obvious) corresponding interpolation formula 
shows the separate interpolation property. Note 
thnt if we want, for example., as in Radar 
nrcblems { 16 } , to determine a maximum of ex(t) 
by digital processing, we will use directly 
ix(nT) and qx(nT), an additional advantage of 
this possibility. 
Another alternative is to sample at 0 12n the 
signal and its Hilbert transform { 17 } ; the 
interpolation formula results 
sin[0(t-nT)I21 J., .1 
x(t) = n~JMM xEnTF o(t _ nT) I 2 co"t" 0 (t- nT)j 
'f ){ (nT) sin[0 ( t- nT) 121 si_[ 'o ( t- nT)] 
n = - oo 0 ( t- nT) I 2 ''!:" 
(17) 
Note that there is not a strictly separate 
interpolation (except when w0 = k0l2, k a positive integer; this equal1ty will be indicated 
as Brown's condition { 13} ). Nevertheless, 
advantages of the previous case are basically 
maintained; for example, ex(t) can be obtained 
as easily as previously (see (15)). 
The drawback of these alternatives is in 
obtaining the associated functions to be sampled: 
ix(t) and qx(t) (with the classical difficulties 
of the in quadrature synchronous demodulation) 
and S{(t) (a constant phase shift can be only 
approximated for signals having a nonzero band-
width). We will discuss in the following 
Sections the possibility of 
introducing different pairs of associatedsignals 
preserving the above basic advantages . We will 
restrict the possible associated signals to 
those resulting of x(t) through linear, time-
invariant systems, which represent the simplest 
family of manipulations on x(t). A previously 
known result (Grace-Pitt-Brown's method {12 } 
{13} ) results included as a particular case in 
our formulation. 
5. GENERALIZING LINDEN'S EQUATIONS 
The first investigation in a line similar to 
that proposed here corresponds to Kohlenberg 
{1 1} ; his method can be reduced to consider 
x(t) and x(t- to) as associated signals. 
Linden's {1 0} proof of Kohle.nberg's interpola-
tion formula can be easily generalized for a 
pair of linear time-invariant sys tems with 
transfer functions H1(w), H2 (w). We will work 
with w0 - 01 2 < w< w0+ 012 because signals and filters have hermit1c spectra and transfer 
functions. 
From a graphical representation of the spectra 
resulting of sampling at 0l2n the signals 
gi(t)= F- 1 (X(w)Hi(w)] (i= 1,2), it is easy to 
determine as necessary for recuperating x(t) 
the equations 
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{ 
H 1 (w) F 1 (w) + H2 (w) F 2 (w) = 2·n I 0 
{ 
H 1 (w - rm) F 1 (w) + H2 (w - rm )F 2 (w) = 0 
H1[u.l - (m+ 1)0] F 1 (w) + H2Lw - (m+1) 0] F2 (w) = 0 
(18) 
(w0 - a/2< w< w0 + a/2 , w0 - o/2 <w <a and a <w <w0+ 
+ 0 /2, respe c t i vely), whe.re m= E [ 2w0 / 0 ], E[•] i ndicates the i nteger part function, a = m0 -
- w0 + 0 /2, and F1(w), F2 (w), are the spec tra 
of the inte rpolat1ng functions; i. e., the func-
tions f 1(t), f 2 (t) , necessary for writting 
x(t)= ].,_ [ g1 (nT) f 1 ( t-nT)+g2 (nT)f 2 (t -nT)] n oo (19) 
(We will assume an unique so lution pair for the 
system; this imposes classical indirect 
restrictions on H1 (w) , H2 (w)) .fl(t ) , f 2 (t) will be,clearly, real oandpass signa s conf1ned to 
w0 - CJ/2<Iu.JI <w0 +o/ 2; thus, we can write th em in the in-phase /quadrature form, and, developping 
the cosinus and sinus funct ions, we will obtain 
a direct interpolation formula, but showingfour 
lowpass interpolations for obtaining ix(t) and 
another four (though basically indentical) for 
qx ( t) . 
Are ther e cases in '"hich a simp lified result 
can appear? A first cause of the complexity of 
this interpo lation is th e double expression for 
the second equa tion of (18): this indica tes a 
frequency "jump" that, in a general case, 
originates a basic differen ce between if .(t) 
and qf_(t), doing not allow more simplic tty. But 
1 
- if H1 (w) , H2 (w), are constant for w > 0 (and 
w < 0), or 
- if_ a= w0 - a /2 or a = w0 + o /2, the Jump d1ssapears . The second case cor responds 
to Brown's condition, w0 = k 0/2. 
It is easy to s how that the first possibility 
(constant H1 and H2) leads us (except for irrelevant constant facto~sF to signal/Hilbert 
transform pair as the only possible pair of 
linear time- invariant modifications of x(t) tha t 
allmvs a " separate" (with "carriers" 
cos [w0 (t- nT)] and sin [ w0 (t- nT)] ) interpola-tion without forcing any r elation between w0 
and 0 . We will examine in more detail the second 
possibilit y . 
6. lffiEN BROWN ' S CONDITION IS VERIFIED 
For an easier discussion, it is convenient to 
introduce the spectra of the complex envelopes 
(bf.(t) and bh. (t)) {15 } of the interpolating 
fun~tions and ~f the impulse respon ses of the 
f ilters. These spectra a re 
2Fi (w+ w0) u(w+ w0 ) 
2Hi (w+ w0 ) u (w + w0 ) 
(20) 
(21) 
(i= 1, 2); then, and considering that the sys tem 
functions are hermitic, we can rewrit e (18) in 
the form: 
{
Bh 1 (w) Bf 1 (w)+ Bh 2 (w)Bf?(w) = 8n / 0 (22 ) B~ N (-w)Bf 1 (w)+ B~O (-w) Bf 2 (w) = 0 
I w I< CJ/2; from which 
Bf (w) = 8n Bh* (- w)/0 [Bh (w)Bh'' (- w) +Bh* (- w)Bh (wl] 
1 2 1 2 1 2 
(23a) 
Bf (w)= 8n BI< (-w) /a [Bh (w)B* (-w)+B* (-w)Bh ( w)J 
2 h 1 2 h 1 h2 1 
(23b) 
lw I< CJ /2. We return to the general interpola-
tion formula obta ined from (19) by writting the 
i nterpolating functions in the in-phase/ 
quadrature form. It is clear that, if w0 = k0/2, 
· 1 kn 
cos Lw 0 (t- nT)J =(-1) cosw 0t (24a) 
sin [w0 (t- nT)] =(-1)knsinw0 t (24b) 
then , for a separate interpolation, we need 
only qf 1 (t) = 0, if?(t) = 0 (indexes are un-important). Since tnese are the imaginary and 
real parts of the corresponding complex 
envelopes, we need a real bf 1 (t) and an imagi-
nary bf (t); i.e., a hermitic Bf] (w) and an 
an tiherfuitic Bf 2 (w): 
Bf (w) = B* E-u.V B (w) = - B•\ ( -w) (25a , b) 
1 f 1 f2 f2 
With the help of (23a) and (23b), we arrive to 
the equivalent conditions for the systems 
Bh (l.u) 
2 
-Bi< (-w) (antihermitic) 
h2 
(26a) 
Bh 1 (w) B~ (- w) (hermitic) (26b) 
i.e. , Re [Bh 
1 
(wl} and I111 [Bh (wl} need to be 
even funct iJ.ns , and I m (Bh 2 (w)1 and Re [Bh;~ (w)) , 
odd functions. These condi~ions apply to Ehe 
parts of H1(w) u(w), H2 (w) u(w), with respec t 
to w0 (strictly speaking, these conditions are 
necessary only on the signal band) . The 
resulting interpo l ation formula is 
x(t) ={ n ~ -oog 1 (nT) (-1)nkif 1 (t- nT) }cosw0 t -
nk 
-{ 'f g2 (nT)(-1) qf 2 (t-nT)}senw0 t 
n= - oo ( 27) 
having the basic advantages of sampling ix(t), 
q (t), though requiring a previous interpola-
tion for obtaining ix(nT), qx(nT) . 
A particular case in which the above condi-
tions are verified is the wel l-known Grace-
Pit t-Brown's method , in which H1 (w) = l, 
H2 (w)= exp(-j wn /2w0), in the signal band; the interpolating fo rmula r esults 
(t)= { ~ ( T)(-l)nk sin[a(t- nT)/2 ] J _ 
x n=-<Xlxn cr(t - nT)/Z cosw0 t 
(28) 
Clearly, this is not the only possiblesolution: 
x(t) and x(t) provide another known example; 
and modifying Grace-Pitt - Brown ' s H1 (w) and H2 (w) to H 1 (w) = IH 1 (w)i exp { j Arg[H 1 (w )]} , 
H?(w) =IHO Ew ~ lexp (j wn /2w0), Hi(w) u(w) (1 = l, 2) be1ng symmetric and Arg [H 1 (w)] u (w) being antisymmetric _ wit~ respecto to w0 , a 
separa te 1nterpolat1on 1s obta1ned. Th1s is the 
most general version of Grace-Pitt-Brown ' s 
method. 
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7. WHEN BROWN ' S CONDITION IS NOT VERIFIED 
If w0 j k a/2 and we want to maintain w0 present in tne final representation of x(t), the 
alter native will be that indicated by Brown{N~ : 
to introduce a (fictitious) bandwidth a • >a 
as low as possible and such that 2w0;a • be an integer. We obtain 
(29) 
and, consequently, T' = 2TI / a ' will be the new 
sampling period . 
To maintain w0 can be necessary in many situa-tions; for example, when x(t) has the forms 
ix(t) cos w0t or -qx(t) sinw0t, or when w0 is the (angular) frequency of a certain "carrier" 
(i.e ., the "important" information is the pair 
ix( t ) , qx(t) , defined just respect to w0). But 
when x(t) is an arbitrary general bandpass 
signa l , w0 has not a strict sense of "central " frequency , but only a sense of avera ge of 
"extremes" (w0 - a/ 2 and w0 + a/2 ): a concept 
of secondary ~mportanceI s~nce bandlimitation 
is not a physical possibility . The argument 
t hat t he in- phase and quadrature components 
will have a bandwidth a /2 only in w0 is used has the same prac t ical weakness . We can rema r k 
also that their new expressions will be written 
in terms of a ' and T' , and neitheir a nor T 
(the interpolations show "apparent " bandwidths 
a ' /2) . Thus , in some cases we can think that 
our main concern is with obtain i ng a sampling 
rate as low as poss i ble, and that to maintain 
w0 is of secondary importance. Then, we will look for the minjmum (average) sampling rate, 
l/T" = a "/2Tf , wi t hou t maintaining WQ. (We 
suppose that a "sufficient " part of- the signal 
is i n w0 - a /2 < lwl<wo+a/2). If we divide 2w0 + 
+a in a maximum number of equal segments (the 
extremes of which have to cover (-w - a /2, 
- w0 + a/2) and (w0 - a/2 , wo+ a/2) ), tRese segments 
wi l l have a width 
2w0 + a 
<a ' E [ (2w0+ a )/a ] 
a" 
(30) 
and t he situation i s equivalent to that of (27), 
introducing a" , T" = 2rr l a", and ul' ' =w0- (a" - a) /2 . The spectrum of x(t) is considere9 as confined 
to w0- a " /2<lwl<w" + a "/2, and has the (theoreti-
cal) property of geing in w0 - a/2<lwl<w()+d ' /2 = 
= w0 - a/ 2 (note: w0 - a/2>w 2"- a "/2) . Then, an aver age sampling rate a" / such that 
a/2Tr<rf'/2rr<a ' /2rr results . 
8 . CONCLUSIONS 
We have introduced an interpolation formula in 
function of the samples of the outputs of N 
linear T- periodically time- varying systems 
having t he signal a s input, the samples being 
taken at 1/N the Nyquist rate. We are now 
sear ching for equivalent versions with kernels 
different to those corresponding to linear 
T- per iodically time- varying s ystems. 
We have also examinated the separate interpo l a-
tion for a bandpass signals, determining general 
formulas and conditions under Brown's restric -
tion, considering samples of (linear time -
inva r iant) functionals of the s ignal, and 
discussing possibilities when the restriction 
is not verified . With some flexibility, it is 
possible to include in our formulation cases 
apparently not considered; but these r emain as 
a part of an extension for including here some 
kinds of linear time-varying systems; we a r e 
wo rking in thi s direction at the present time. 
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